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25 Paschal Street, Bentleigh, Vic 3204

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 1 Type: House
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Contact agent

Live in style, love the lifestyle, corner your single-level sanctuary here! A garden paradise secured by tall fences and high

gates, this three bedroom plus home-office area, 1.5 bathroom home offers entertaining easy living with a place to lounge

by the gasfire, room to dine alongside a state-of the-art kitchen, and a spot to step out via a versatile sunroom (meals area

or playspace) to an all-weather al fresco zone in an inviting decked courtyard. Showcasing a designer renovation with a

vast stone-wrapped dining-bench fronting a sparkling mirror-splashback and European appliance kitchen, this stylish

home stars a sleek two-way dual-vanity bathroom, a bonus second WC and an abundance of storage including built-in and

walk-in robes. There’s even a dedicated home-office area for today’s work-life balance. Prestige styled with premium

stone benchtops (even for the laundry), feature bathroom tiling, smoked Oak floors, and quality window-furnishings

including airy sheers, this well-appointed single-level home features a glowing gasfire plus ducted heating, multiple

reverse-cycle air-conditioners, and the added security of recordable 4 camera CCTV. With lawns for kids and pets to play,

garden to indulge a green thumb, places to entertain in all seasons, and a gated parking (along with secure sheds), this

single-level oasis is the place to grow a family ...or downsize in style! Even the location has room for growth – in the Zone

for Tucker Rd Primary School, a walk to local cafes and shops, close to major bus-routes, and minutes to Patterson and

Centre Rd rail and retail hubs. For more information about this single-level corner home contact Alex Spanidis at Buxton

Hampton East on 0409 116 929


